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ABSTRACT

While analysing phonetic interference

that took place in the process of forma-

tion of the Far East Pidgin Russian the

following types of interference were dis—

covered: phonemic substitution, underdif-

ferentiation, overdifferentiation of pho-

nemes, differentiation by non-relevant

features.

INTRODUCTION

Taking part in the field studies of the

Udihe language in the Ussuri region the

following fact was discovered. A number

of elderly Udihe speakers, obviously un-

able to express themselves in Russian,use

as a second language a Russian-based pid-

gin. Far East Pidgin Russian (PR), as it

appears, was in a wide use in the areas

along the Amour—river course and also in

the Ussuri region in the end of the XIX —

beginning of the XX centuries. Nowadays

it is still used by a limited number of

sPeakers from the oldest generation of

Udihe, Nanai and other Tungus-Manchu nati-

onalities. The PR is definitely a filia—

tion of the Russian-Chinese trade langua-

Se formed in the process of Russian—Chi-

nese trade relationships, but used also

by other Far East ethnoses (Mongol, Tun-

SuS, Manchu etc) while being in the con—

tacts with Russians. The fact that it was

also used in their own communication is
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not excluded.

The basic data for the present report we-

re obtained in the Ussuri region mainly

from Udihe native speakers. The PR seems

worth being investigated as an interest-

ing case of interaction between typologi-

cally dissimilar language systems. It is

a Russian-based pidgin,therefore,its voca-

bulary is mainly of Russian origin, but

the latter is realized exclusively by me-

ans of the Udihe phonetics. The fact men-

tioned together with an unusual word or—

der, reduced grammar changed word meaning

and native Udihe intonation, makes this

language hardly understandible for an un-

used Russian speaker.

The aim of the present work is to demon-

strate the regularity in the substitution

rules, functioning while PR speakers pro-

nounce words of Russian origin, to trace

back interference processes that took

place during the formation of the PR.

The picture is complicated by the secon—

dary influence of Russian, the first lan-

guage of the young Udihe generation.

CONSONANTS

One of the general principles of consonant

functioning in Udihe is the weakening in

the intervocalic position. Thus voiced

plosives /b/ and /g/ are realized as fri—

catives[p] and [X] between vowels. In the

same way unvoiced plosives /p/ and /k/

that are realized as aspirated in the ini-
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tial position, loose this feature between

vowels (/k/ also appears as a velar [q]
near /a/’ /o/)0

Table I. presents a comparison of the

Udihe (row I) and Russian (row II) con-
sonant systems. The main phonemic vari-

ants relevant for the interference pro-

cesses are in the brackets.
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systems in the

Analysing the interaction of consonant

languages, the follows
ing cases of phonetic interference can be
pointed out.

I. The substitution of Russian phonemes
by the articulatory similar but not fully
identical Udihe sounds, e.g. Russian non-
palatalized unvoiced plosives are repre-
sented as corresponding Udihe consonants:

/p/ -+ [ph-] . [-p-]: lt/ -+ [9-] .
/k/ -+ [kn-1. [Q](near /a/./o/>,[k](arter
/s ). cf. [phO't0](<no'r0M) 'then:.

Ep apaJ (<nana) 'father', [qa'puéta]

—'t_ 3

(gamma) 'cabbage', [u'pala](<ynafla)
'(he) fall', [gam'pagf] (<KaMflaHMfi)'t°ge-
ther with (postposition)' , [tha'rawa] (4
rppaga) 'grass' , [tho'qoj](<'ra1cofi) '50"
['tlhite](<vryma)'here' , [' qaéa] (< Kama)
"gruel' , [qo'rot3](<opopon) 'garden'o

[kha’da](< Roma) 'When' . [ P'kan]
(4xamcan) 'trap' , [do'loqo] (<naJIéKO)
'far away' , [bos'toqa] (< Boc'rox) (p1ace
name).

Russian palatalized unvoiced plosives /P’/
and /k’/ correspond to phonemic varia-lflts
functioning in Udihe: [p’ed](<nefi ’01")
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Presents the

drinks' [k’i'ta ék’i (<Kwraficxnfi)'0hi -
se' ,[khu'p’il] J(< grammar (he) boughtr’u,a
[h’i‘p’i] (4 Knma)'(he) boils' . As for pa-
latalized /t’/, Udihe lacks the correspon-
ding sound, thus it is regulary replaced
by the affricate /té/, e.g. [tsur'ma] (<
'I'IOpa) 'prison' , ['detéi] (chem) ' child' .
2. One of the most characteristic types
of interference in the PR is the under-
differentiation of features. Thus,Russian
unvoiced fricative /s/ (with one focus)
acquires the second middle focus --> [:3]:
[éa'P’1](<c) '(he) sleeps', [qa'sa]

(<Koca)'sand bank' , Bs'kagfl (< ucxafi)
'(he) seeks' . The same rule is detected
for the palatalized /s’/ -9 [s]: [éi'di]
(<cnnu)'(he) sits',[éo'r'em’] (<Bcé
spew) 'all the time', 'was'a (< Bacs)
(personal name). The result of the pro—
cess described is the neutralization of
the opposition /s/ - /s’/ in the PR.
At the same time Udihe s , re resents ,
Russian unvoiced sibilantsf and [J J
which are not found in Udihe, e.g. [sea]
(<mefi)‘ (he) sews' , ['waéa] (< Bama)'you,

your (Plo), [uéu'waj] (<shImuBafi)'(he) em-
broiders' , [i' so] (< 31119) 'still, yet' ,
['b’eéi] (< Beam) 'things, belongings' . So,
four Russian phonemes turn to be represen-
ted by a single Udihe phoneme.
The parallel rule can be deduced for Rus-
sian voiced [z], [2’] and [3] , which are
not found in Udihe. The rule of their re-
presentation is the following: in the
word initial position and after /n/ they
are substituted by Udihe affricate ltz/
(with the second middle focus), e.g.:
[' diapatra] (< sag-rpa)' tomorrow' ,[' déubara]

(< M3106pb)‘roe' , [déi'msfl (< smda)'winter' ,
[dii'na] (< meHa)'wife' , [' dée‘péi'n] «mamma-
Ha) 'woman' , [' phandéafl (<rbaH3a) 'house
01’ a Chinese type' .
In the other ositions they are represen-
ted by the voiced member of the oppositi-
°1_1 /S/ - /é/, that seems to be chracteris-
he only for the PR, e.g.: [su'zoj] (<
Hymn) 'strange' , [maga‘fiin] (<Maraaun)

'ShOP' . [qol'foza] (<KOJ1xoa) 'kolkhoz' .
Another case of the underdifferentiation

of representation of Rus-
sian liquids /l/, /l’/, /r/ and /r’/. Udi-
he does not distinguish these phonemes,
here one finds only one sound of the gro-
up in question - lateral /1/ (not velari-
zed as Russian [l]). Thus, Russian wo
Egccxnfi was adopted in Udihe as [lu'sa],

is word must be considered as a word of
Udihe origin. In the PR the same word ap-

pears in the form [fruéku]. PR speakers
pronounce both /1/ and /r/ (tapping), but
still mix them in the intervocalic positi-
on. In this aspect the PR follows the ge-
neral trend of consonant weakening in the
middle position , functioning in Udihe. In
the initial position /1/ and /r/ never mix
in the PR, while their mixture between vo-
wels leads to hypercorrection, e.g.:

['luqa] (<J1yK) 'onion' , [sali'poj] (< one—
not) 'blind' , ['risalkpuc) 'rice' ,
['riba] (<pu6a) 'fish' , ['maliéa] (< Maren)
'baby' , [p’ir’ot3] (< Bnepen) 'forward' ,
['b'eraj] (<6emm) 'white' , ['pharqam]
(< “311mm 'with a stick' , [aé'tara] (< 00.
TanaCb) ' (he) remained' .

5. There are also cases of phonemic diffe-
rentiation by non—relevant features. Thus,
voiced labio—dentals /v/ and /v’/ which in
Russian form an opposition based on the
palatalization feature, are substituted
in the PR in the following way: non-pala-
talized /v/ is replaced by the semi-vowel
/w/, while palatalized /v’/ is substituted
by palatalized bi-labial plosive [b3 or by
its fricative variantEP’] in the intervo—
calic position. The processes described
result in annihilation of the former op-
position, e.g.: [fwani] G<Baag) (personal

name), [da'waj] (<gaaafi) '1et', [thara'wa]

(< TpaBa) '81‘358',[da'wa] (411521) 'two",

['b’idalBJ (<Bnnena) '(he) saw'flb’eéiram]

((BeuepOM) 'in the evening', [déi'fi’i]
(<mnen) '1ife'. [aé'tafi‘1]( ocrasu)
' (he) leaves' .

VOWEIB

As for the vocalic system, Russian and
Udihe differ greatly. One of the most pro-
minant chracteristics of Udihe is the vo-
wel harmony. E.R.Schneider distinguishes
three harmonic series:

I. a as e

II. o e y + i u
III. a

0n the other hand, Russian vocalic system
is characterized by the vowel reduction
in the unstressed position. Thus, one can
state that the vowels [a] and [o] neutra—
lized in the unstressed position in Russi-
an, in Udihe belong to different harmonic
series. The interaction of such systems
results in the following: the vowel set
of a word in the PR depends on the quality
of the stressed vowel: in other words, in
the PR Russian.reduced [a] can be substi—
tuted in the two ways, by [a] or to] ac-
cogding to the quality of the vowel stres-
se , 6.3.:



[than da'rawa qo'loj] (<:TaM nposa xonofl)
'(he) cleaves wood yonder', [ro'botaj

'nozfo i'wo] (<paoorafi MHOI‘O ero) 'he

works much', [adi'naqawé] (<10nunaxosufi)
'alike, as (postposition)',[j(o'roéi] Q<

xopomnfi) 'good, well'.

Vowels /e/ and /i/ in Udihe belong to the

same harmonic series, these sounds form

no opposition based on harmonic rules.

In Russian /e/ and /i/ are neutralized in

the unstressed position. One must take in-

to account that The Russian language ac-

quisition was performed in its oral forty

thereforefifl is registered inthe PR only

in thes'tresse'dposition; in other positi-

ons one invariably finds [i], e.g.:

[téi'wo téi'wo] (< uero-uero) 'different' ,
['deda] (< hen.) 'old man, husband' ,

piéi'wo pi 'éej i'wo] (< Hmero He met

ero)'(she) sews nothing', [pi u'm’ej]

(< He yMeMChe) cannot' .

One of the main characteristics of the

Udihe vocalic system is the phonological

opposition based on Vowel length. The

vowel length in the penultimate syllable

defines the processes of reduction in the

final position , cf. Udihe [1:33:11] -
'[bIP] ;[lE§éi] —- [la—es] ;[atat5m'i] --

[atatSm’] 'I worked' (compare with the

present tense [etatamifl 'I work' where
the last vowel /i/ is always preserved).

So, the reduction happens only if the vo-

wel of the penultimate syllable is long.

In the PR the following facts are registe-

red: /i/ in the word final position is

sometimes reduced as if some vowels were

perceived as phonologically long. This

phenomenon may be treated as overdifferen—

tiation of phonemes, of. these pronuncia-

tion variantsz[w5}11] - [win] (<Baflfi)
(personal name),[h§éa] - [was] 'you,your%
In such cases the non-phonological leng-

thening of the stressed vowel seems to

have been interpreted by PR speakers as
the phonological vowel length.

CONCLUSION

As it can be seen, even from the purely
phonetic point of view the PR should not
be regarded as a mere Russian dialect or

as a spontaneously corrupted form of lan-
guage. Here one evidently deals with a
pidgin, an auxiliary means of communica-
tion between communities that do not sha-
re a common language. It seems essential

for the formation of a true pidgin that
more than two mutually unintelligible lan-

guages in contact are required. This con-
'tion is fulfilled in the area, where

the main ER data were obtained — some 50-
40 years ago in the Ussuri region it was

used by Udihe, Nanai and Chinese ethnoses.

The study of the PR is relevant for the
general interpretation of the pidginiza—

tion theory, for it is an example of an
European—based and in the same time inde-
pendent creation. No monogenetic theory
can be applied to this language and never-

theless it shares many similarities, con-

sidered usually as prooves of the monoge-
netic origin of European-based pidgins.
These are elimination of inflections for
number, gender and case; identity of ad-
verb and adjective, use of iteration for
intensification. All these peculiarities
are also chracteristic for the PR, though
the latter by no means can be defined as
a product of a relexification process.
Being "independent" the PR turns to be an
example of a "classicle type" pidgin.
Material discussed above shows that the
PR lexicon presents a wholesale adoption

from Russian, while its phonology can be
described as a truly "interlinguistic"
(it shares definite peculiarities from
both languages in contact plus some ari-
sen in the PR itself).'Descending to the
phonetic level one finds that practically
the whole set of the concrete phonemic re-
alizations owes to the vernacular "sub-
stratum" language.
These observations seem important for the
determination of the contribution of dif-
ferent languages participating in the Pr°'
cess of a pidgin formation.
Below we present a bibiography of the Far
East Pidgin Russian,that was not included
in the J.E.Reinecke's Bibliography: fl
I. I‘Jflyxapn'r. MafiMauaxoe Hapeune.—PYCCK“
(taxonomuecxnfi Becrumc. I884, LXH. 3" 4’
cc.3I8—320.
2. A.I‘.Illn mums. O pyccxo-xmaficrcom Ma‘
neKTe Ha aaeM Bocmoxe.— CgpaHn M Haponfl
Bocroxa sun.YI, M.,1968,c.8o-IOO.
3. M.m. osnncxufi. H sonpocy o nponcxoxne‘
HMM KHXTMHCKOPO (pyccxo~xuraficxoro) H3HK3'
— FeHeTMueCKwe M apeanbume cesan H3HK058

Aaun g Ampuxn.vTe3.noxn.M.,1974,cc.36—3 .
4. T.hnoesa, E.Hepexsanbcxaa. H xapaKTe'
pncruxe flaaeBocmouHoro KOHTaKTHoro HSH’

Ka. — Tea.noxn. XXIX ceccuu ‘ PIAG)
(TamKeHT), T.H, M., 1986, cc.b4—50-
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